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PUBLIC FACILITIES, RECREATION, AND           MAY 10, 2023 
INFRASTRUCTURE COMMISSION 
NEW BUSINESS                    
 

SUBJECT: LA ROMANCE, A TEMPORARY EXHIBITION BY ALEXANDRE 

MURUCCI 

 

INITIATED BY: ARTS DIVISION 

(Rebecca Ehemann, Manager) 

(Marcus Mitchell, Public Art Administrator) 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

STATEMENT ON THE SUBJECT: 

The Commission will receive a presentation on the concept design for a 

temporary art exhibition titled LA Romance by Alexandre Murucci and consider 

approving the proposed display location at the decomposed granite area along 

the south side of the Plummer Park Community Center. 

 

RECOMMENDATION: 

Approve the exhibition of LA Romance by Alexandre Murucci to be displayed at 

the decomposed granite area along the south side of the Plummer Park 

Community Center, 7377 Santa Monica Boulevard, from October 1, 2023 - 

September 30, 2024.  

 

BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS: 

On August 25, 2022, the Arts and Cultural Affairs Commission approved the Art 

on the Outside (AOTO) Subcommittee’s recommendation to approve the 

temporary art project proposal LA Romance by Alexandre Murucci. The artist 

originally proposed siting the installation at multiple proposed locations at West 

Hollywood Park. After Arts Division staff consulted with Parks and Facilities staff, 

it was determined that West Hollywood Park would not be a suitable location due 

to underground utilities and proximity to traffic on San Vicente. Due to these 

constraints, Arts Division is requesting use of the decomposed granite area along 
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the south side of the Plummer Park Community Center to host this installation. 

 
PROPOSAL: LA ROMANCE BY ALEXANDRE MURUCCI 

The proposed artwork melds two icons of America, both also supreme symbols of 

Los Angeles - the memorable kisses of Hollywood films and the American passion 

for cars. American films brought kisses to the world that remain in the public's 

imagination. 

The proposed installation consists of two traffic light poles facing each other and 

meeting in the center, as if replicating a cinematic kiss. Every hour, hundreds of 

LED lights embedded in the “faces” of the light poles will illuminate to create a 

sense of expectation with the public.  

 

ARTWORK SPECIFICATION  

a)       Dimensions of the ARTWORK 

Including both light poles, the entire installation will measure approximately 18'-

6" high x 40' wide.  

b)      Preferred location(s), site plans, and elevations 

The artwork was originally designed for installation at an urban road, but 

understanding the traffic demands involved, the artist agreed to locate LA 

Romance in Plummer Park.   

c)       List of materials, spec sheets, and color scheme for the ARTWORK 

The project requires the acquisition of 2 light poles, similar to the poles used in 

traffic signs. The poles, which can be sourced from decommissioned light posts, 

will be repainted and installed in a place that does not offer problems to traffic. 

The parts will receive LED lights, managed by a timer that can turn the lights on 

every hour from sunset to dawn. 

d)        Methods of fabrication for the ARTWORK. List of fabricators and suppliers 

The artwork will be anchored to a concrete base for each post measuring 3.2 x 

3.2 x 0.65 feet that will be buried underground, with the possible use of deeper 

stakes (such as staples) if the terrain has instability in the composition.  
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In the middle of this base, a raised plate will be leveled to receive the screws of 

the metal base plate of the posts, which are at grade. Each post weighs 

approximately 350 pounds.  

 

ARTWORK PROPOSAL (IMAGERY)  
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Out of date mockup created by Murucci showing proposed installation at West 

Hollywood Park location; however, the Arts Division is requesting use of the 

decomposed granite area along the south side of the Plummer Park Community 

Center.  

 
Refer to the presentation attached to item no. 9.A.  
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